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Put your wooded land to work! This comprehensive manual shows you how to use your
woodlands to produce everything from wine and mushrooms to firewood and livestock feed.
You’ll learn how to take stock of your woods; use axes, bow saws, chainsaws, and other key
tools; create pasture and silvopasture for livestock; prune and coppice trees to make fuel,
fodder, and furniture; build living fencing and shelters for animals; grow fruit trees and berries in
a woodland orchard; make syrup from birch, walnut, or boxelder trees; and much more. Whether
your property is entirely or only partly wooded, this is the guide you need to make the best use of
it.
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ForewordIf you’ve ever been out “cruising a timber stand” with a forester, chances are you’ve
encountered a wedge prism: a small beveled piece of glass that the forester holds at arm’s
length and looks through to determine which trees are to be tallied and which ones are
“out.” (Brett gives you the homesteader’s version of this expensive device, made out of a penny,
within the first ten pages of this book. So by the time you buy the book, you’ve already saved
money!)Well-versed in such professional prescriptive assessments of a forested parcel, Brett
McLeod nonetheless opts to trade in the wedge prism for a viewing glass that is kaleidoscopic in
nature. When you start reading The Woodland Homestead, Brett will have you looking in multiple
directions all at once: forward, backward, up, down, winter, summer. Your woodlot will become
an endless and evolving source of projects and products. You’ll learn how to think about your
woodland not only as an ecosystem but also as an “ecology of possibilities.”Homesteaders like
myself have too often thought of the homestead as a requisite clearing in the woods. In fact, a
retrospective of Western and particularly American history begins to look like a history of
clearings, paving the way (quite literally now) for civilization. I would argue that we need more
gems like The Woodland Homestead to remind us of the pathways back to a more deeply
cultured future, one that understands the forces of nature as allies and not perpetual
antagonists, one that appreciates the shadows as much as the sunlight.Crafting one’s place in
this world is a nearly a lost art, and Brett’s sage advice on how to bring an axe back to life is as
much a metaphorical statement as it is a practical guide. To bring back the axe is to rekindle the
warm satisfaction of well-honed skills (even if you are personally a bit rusty) — to opt on
occasion for restoration in lieu of simply buying into a manufactured existence.Coppicing, living
barns, silvopasture, the forest as larder and pharmacy . . . it’s all here. What follows are pages
upon pages of the wisdom of a master — someone who has set out to master not the forest but
rather the skills needed to live as part of a thriving ecosystem that produces far more value than
“stumpage.” Indeed, we live in an age of stumps, but this book challenges the notion that a
forest’s value is best measured when the trees are all horizontal.You may not be able to judge a
book by its cover, but you can darn well measure an author by his or her home. The first time I
entered Brett’s home deep in the Adirondacks, I walked into an artisan’s homage to the
landscape and the traditions surrounding him. Brett’s home is as much of the woods as it is in
the woods. May you be as inspired by his book as I am by his homestead, his wisdom, and his
wit.— Philip Ackerman-Leistauthor of Up Tunket Road: The Education of a Modern
Homesteader and Rebuilding the Foodshed: How to Create Local, Sustainable, and Secure
Food SystemsPrefaceWhy anyone chooses to homestead remains a mystery to many,
especially my mother. Why would a person choose to give up the comforts of modern living and
consciously return to a point in time when life was tougher, grittier, and less forgiving? I’ve



wrestled with this question myself; it seems even more valid when you’re chasing hogs down the
highway or building a log cabin with an axe because that’s what Granddad did. However, long
after the blisters have turned to calluses and the neighbors have been paid off with eggs for the
hogs rooting up their yards, I’m left with a simple conclusion: it’s just a better way to live.This
conclusion isn’t entirely my own. I’ve had the pleasure of integrating homesteading and my
particular flavor of it — woodland homesteading — into my work as a professor of forestry and
natural resources at Paul Smith’s College, and as a doctoral student at Antioch University New
England. The lessons that come out of this book represent not just my own trials and tribulations
but also ideas from over a dozen woodland homesteaders who have chosen to live, work, and
play in places that most would write off as “too wild” or “not farmable.” The result is a collection of
ideas and techniques from the most innovative and resourceful folks you’ve ever met — people
who see an impenetrable clump of trees as low-cost animal housing, or a high-graded stand of
timber as a community woodshed. This ability to develop perspective, see opportunity where
others do not, and then offer ingenious and innovative solutions is the mark of a woodland
homesteader.Realizing your dream of a woodland homestead is tough work, requiring both
sweat and patience. The productivity of your woodland can be highly variable and will be
dependent on climate, soils, and how the land was used by previous owners. What this book
offers is a new lens for taking stock of your woodland, with the goal of unlocking its untapped
potential. This perspective minimizes commercial production of forest products and instead
focuses on maximizing utility for you, the woodland homesteader. By combining new
perspectives with old ideas, we’re likely to reveal homesteading’s most fundamental lesson,
eloquently summarized by Wendell Berry: “When going back makes sense, you’re going
ahead.”Chapter 1Seeing the ForestThrough the TreesHow to Unlock Your Woodlot’s
PotentialMany homesteaders devote themselves to carefully making plans for their garden,
hoop house, or chicken coop, but they overlook the homestead woodlot. Just beyond the edge
of your lawn is a hidden gem, disguised as thick brambles and gnarled trees. If properly
managed, these patches of woodland — whether a quarter acre or a hundred acres — offer you
the opportunity to cultivate both additional ground and a more sustainable, self-reliant
homestead.Just What Can TheWoodland Homestead Offer?consider thisIn a single year, on a 1-
acre homestead forest, you can do the following:Grow a face cord of firewood, using long-lost
forestry methods that date back to medieval Europe.Harvest five bushels of fruit from your
homestead orchard.Make two gallons of maple syrup.Save more than $200 by growing your own
fenceposts.Grow $100 of wild mushrooms.Save more than $300 on feed for your small livestock
by using natural forage.Grow enough willows whips to weave a basket for your bountiful
harvest.Taking StockThe first step in realizing the dream of turning your woodlot into a woodland
homestead is to take stock of both the potential of your land and your goals for it. As part of this
process, it’s important to conduct a basic inventory. This inventory will tell you if your ambitions
are in line with the potential of your land. If, for example, your goal is to produce firewood through
coppice sprouting (described in chapter 4   ) and your inventory reveals that your woodlot is



entirely white pine (a species that isn’t ideal for firewood and doesn’t coppice), you’ll need to
either reevaluate your goals or come to terms with the time and energy needed to convert your
forest to a coppice system. On the other hand, an inventory may reveal opportunities that you
never considered. Imagine, for example, discovering a long-lost orchard or a wild grape vineyard
just begging for a little help.A basic woodlot inventory should consider parcel size, topography,
site access, species composition, and forest structure. It’s worth mentioning that while the terms
“woodlot,” “woodland,” and “forest” will be used throughout the book, we’re obviously talking
about a much wider range of goods than just commercial wood products.Measuring the
WoodlotWoodlot size is the obvious starting point, because it will allow you to evaluate your
wants and needs in the context of the land’s capacity. If, for example, you know you need five
cords of wood to heat your home for the winter, but your woodlot is only a quarter of an acre,
you’ll quickly realize that you won’t be able to sustainably fulfill all your firewood needs. (See
here   for tips on estimating firewood production potential.)So how do you estimate the size of
your land? If your woodlot is roughly square or rectangular, simply measure and multiply the
width by length to get the total square footage. To convert to a per acre basis, divide by 43,560,
the total number of square feet in an acre. If the land you’re measuring either is very large or
includes difficult terrain, it may make more sense to estimate the length and width by pacing
rather than by using a tape measure or measuring wheel. Most people have a pace (two steps)
that measures between 41⁄2 feet and 51⁄2 feet, though it’s useful to calculate your own pace for
more accurate measurements (see Pacing 101   ).For irregularly shaped land parcels,
consider using aerial photographs, which are available online, along with conversion tools for
determining the exact size of your lot by digitally tracing the perimeter of your property with the
click of a mouse. Walking the boundary to measure a parcel also gives you an opportunity to
evaluate the topography, or lay of the land. You’ll want to note the location of areas that could be
problematic, including swamps, cliffs, or even poison ivy patches. Also note areas that might
offer greater efficiency in laying out your wooded homestead. These may include south-facing
slopes (ideal for early-season growing), existing trails, and natural springs.What Kind of
Woodland Do You Have?When foresters talk about “species composition,” they are usually
referring to both the number of tree species present and the relative abundance, or percentage,
of each species. Having a good gauge of species composition, size, and age of these trees
(forest structure) is considered essential to managing your woodlot, regardless of your
goals.Foresters use a variety of statistical tools to inventory woodlots, but in this section we’ll
describe just one of the simplest techniques: fixed-radius plot sampling. The goal of all forest
sampling is to accurately inventory the woodlot without having to count or measure every tree.
Once you have an accurate inventory, you’ll be able to develop realistic and manageable goals
for your homestead.Pacing 101If you’re not sure of your own pace, you can easily calibrate it
yourself. Here’s how:Measure a known distance using a tape measure. Longer is better (200 feet
is good), and will yield more accurate results.Start out with your right foot as the first step, and
count every time your left foot hits the ground. This double step represents one pace.To



calculate your pace length, divide the course length by the number of paces. In my case, the
200-foot course took 40 paces, giving me a 5-foot pace (see below).It may be useful to calibrate
your pace on different terrain. Your pace will shorten going uphill and lengthen going
downhill.Fixed-Radius Plot SamplingTo begin fixed-radius plot sampling, you’ll need a 50-foot
flexible tape measure and a notebook to record your field notes. While this procedure can be
done alone, you’ll find it much faster (and more enjoyable) if you’re able to find a friend to help.
Using circular plots instead of squares or other shapes is preferable for a couple of reasons:
circles are faster to lay out than other shapes because trees can be inventoried using a
sweeping motion, much like the arms of a clock. This ensures an efficient and accurate
inventory, free of “missed” trees.Determine the Size and Number of Plots NeededObviously,
smaller plots are faster and easier to inventory than larger ones, but you’ll also need more of
them to construct an accurate sample. An accurate inventory for most woodland homesteads
can be derived from a 10 percent sample. To illustrate this, let’s consider the following example.
Imagine you have a 10-acre woodlot. If we stick to a 10 percent sample, that means that we’ll
need to inventory a total of 1 acre. Of course, we wouldn’t want to just inventory, say, the 1 acre
closest to the barn, because that wouldn’t necessarily be representative of the other 9 acres.
Instead, let’s make 10 plots, each 1⁄10 of an acre, and distribute them randomly throughout the
woodlot. Using basic geometry, we determine the radius of a 1⁄10-acre plot to be 37.2
feet.Determine the Plot LocationsA common error in forest sampling is placing the plots in
locations that are convenient as opposed to truly random. This often results in a forest sample
that underestimates what is actually there, because of the sampler’s propensity to naturally
gravitate toward more open areas. Conversely, seeking out big trees can lead to
overestimating.If the woodlot is fairly uniform in composition, one common sampling technique
is to lay out a transect line (a predetermined bearing for sampling) through the woodlot, and
place the plot centers equidistant along a line. If the woodlot is large enough, multiple sample
strips may be created; just make sure that your sample plots don’t overlap. Similarly, make sure
that your first and last plots along the line fall entirely within the forest, and not on a road or field
edge that would make your sample artificially low.Plan Your Inventory and GoalsWhat types of
products you’d like to harvest from your woodland will determine the kind of data you need to
collect. For example, if you want to harvest trees to saw into lumber, estimating the number of
logs in each tree will be important. On the other hand, if promoting animal forage or shade for
livestock is your goal, log volumes are likely irrelevant. In any event, you should collect
information on the tree species, diameter at breast height (DBH   ), and relative condition of
the trees (living/dead/diseased). This information is easily arranged in columns in a notebook;
just be sure to keep track of which trees are located in which plots.Begin Your InventoryBeing
able to identify the trees in your woodlot is the first key to beginning your inventory and,
ultimately, managing it. If you’re unsure of the species, you can consult your local natural
resource agency or Cooperative Extension office. For suggested field guides, see Resources  
. Once you have identified your plot centers (I like to tie colored flagging to a wood stake), take a



compass bearing to mark your beginning point. To be consistent, I usually start with a true north
bearing. Working from the plot center to the outside edge (37.2 feet for our example),
systematically record each tree’s species, diameter (>1 inch DBH), and condition. You can also
cut a rope or string to length, which will maintain the proper radius and save you from repeatedly
rolling and unrolling your tape measure.Until you get the hang of taking the diameter of trees at
breast height, you may want to use a stick cut to 41⁄2 feet as a way to ensure accurate
measurement. Measuring the diameter of the tree can be done with a variety of forestry tools (a
Builtmore stick, tree calipers, or diameter tape), but you can also use the same measuring tape
that you used to find the plot radius and simply wrap the tape around the tree at breast height to
find the circumference. Converting from circumference to diameter is just a matter of dividing the
circumference by pi (3.14). The chart here   offers an example of how you might organize your
field notes.Tally Your ResultsOnce you’ve sampled your forest, it’s time to convert the data into
usable results. In our example we sampled 10 plots, each 1⁄10 acre. This means that we
inventoried 10 percent of our woodlot, or 1 acre total. This is a convenient sampling strategy
because it means you simply add all the trees together to get your results on a per acre total.
Being able to describe the forest on a per- acre basis is important because it allows you to
understand whether the forest is overstocked (too many trees), understocked (too few trees), or
somewhere in between, based on your management goals. Calculating the average diameter by
species and the relative abundance (percent of each species) is also useful for establishing
management objectives for your woodlot.Use Your Data to Make DecisionsThe results of your
inventory will tell you whether your objectives match what your forest is able to provide. A logical
starting point is to look at species composition; in other words, what trees are growing on your
land and how abundant they are. The simplest breakdown is a split between coniferous (cone-
bearing) and deciduous (leaf-bearing) species. In general, conifers are better at growing close
together, meaning that you can have more trees per acre without the forest being overstocked or
crowded. The conifer/deciduous split is also useful for understanding site quality, with deciduous
trees generally preferring less-acidic soils.Examining what species are present tells you not only
what’s possible in terms of present output but also what the future potential of the forest is. A
forest with a lot of sugar maple trees suggests potential as a future sugarbush. A densely
packed forest of tall red pine trees, on the other hand, is destined to be reincarnated as a log
cabin.Inventory Field Notes*The abbreviation “spp.” refers to the fact that a wild apple may be
from any of number of different species within the genus.How Big Are Your Trees?Species and
number of trees per acre only tell part of your woodland’s story. The size of the trees is also
important. Imagine a dense forest with, say, 100 giant old-growth oak trees per acre. Now
imagine a 1-acre field with 100 oak seedlings. Both “forests” have 100 trees per acre, but they
are quite different.Calculate the Basal AreaForesters use the concept of basal area to describe
the amount of forest occupied by trees. One way to visualize the concept of basal area is to
imagine a freshly cut forest full of breast-height stumps. If you were to tally the total area of 1
acre of this forest covered in stumps (expressed in square feet), that would be the basal area per



acre. This is a useful metric of stocking because it takes into consideration the size of each tree,
not simply its mere presence. The basal area of each tree can be calculated from the diameters
you recorded for each tree in your field book by squaring the diameter, then multiplying that
number by 0.00545415. As an example, consider the 15-inch DBH white pine in our tally sheet.
The area represented by that one tree is calculated as follows:(15 × 15)(0.00545415) = 1.23
square feetHowever, if all this math is taking the fun out of managing your woodlot, consider
using the point sampling method, which offers a quick-and-dirty way to determine basal area.
(See Point Sampling with a Penny and a String   ) This is considered by many to be the most
essential forest measurement tool. Best of all, it only requires a penny and a string. above:
Basal area can be thought of as the total area (usually within an acre of land) occupied by stems
4 1⁄2 feet above the ground. Calculating the basal area of your woodlot will help you understand
whether it’s over- or understocked.Evaluating Your OptionsIf you’ve made it this far, you should
be congratulated on surviving Woodlot Math 101. Now that you’ve completed a full forest
inventory, or at least a basal area count, you’re able to begin objectively analyzing the woodlot
and evaluating your options as a landowner.As previously mentioned, the number of trees per
acre is of limited value since it says nothing of the trees’ size (though it does tell us about the
future potential of the forest, as discussed in the following section). Basal area, in contrast, can
be extremely useful for making management decisions related to stocking, or the amount of
wood in your woodlot. As in a garden, if there are too many plants competing, nothing will thrive.
Conversely, if there are too few plants, growing space isn’t maximized.Generally, conifer forests
will have a higher basal area because their conical shape requires less growing space. The
sprawling crowns of deciduous trees take more space, thereby reducing the optimal basal-area
target. As a general rule, you’ll want to shoot for 120 to 220 square feet of basal area per acre for
conifer stands, and 80 to 150 square feet of basal area per acre for hardwood stands.
Remember that these are just guidelines, though, and are subject to change based on specific
forest conditions and your goals as a landowner.To further illustrate this point, imagine you have
a 10-acre woodlot that you wanted to manage for firewood, maple sap/syrup, animal fodder, and
fruit production. Let’s assume that this forest consists primarily of a mix of sugar maple,
American beech, and quaking aspen, along with a few wild apple trees. Using the information
collected during the inventory, we find that the woodlot has 210 square feet of basal area per
acre and that more than 50 percent of the trees are sugar maples, ranging in size from 2 inches
to 15 inches DBH. This alone tells us several things.First, at 210 square feet of basal area per
acre, this hardwood forest is severely overstocked, meaning that the trees are crowded,
especially if we’re looking to produce maple sap, which is dependent on having large, sprawling
crowns (think more like 50 square feet of basal area per acre). The high proportion of sugar
maple trees is encouraging, but depending on their size distribution, at least some of the sugar
maple trees will likely need to be removed. The presence of beech may be either a blessing or a
hindrance. On the one hand, if the trees are healthy and producing nuts, you have a potential
gold mine. On the other hand, if the trees suffer from beech-bark disease, which is a common



malady in the Northeast, removing them for firewood and then implementing a coppice firewood
harvesting system might make more sense. As for the apple trees, it will be important to release
and prune them, since shaded fruit trees will have lower fruit yields than those in full sun.This
simple example is meant to illustrate how you might approach your woodlot in a way that’s
logical and considers multiple factors simultaneously. However, there’s plenty that an inventory
won’t reveal about the landscape that can only be understood by developing a “woodland
eye.”Your Woodland EyeBeyond the science of creating an inventory for your woodlot is the art
of developing a woodland eye. A skillful woodland eye is able to read the landscape like a history
book, teasing apart past uses and recognizing potential opportunities.Geography will dictate
your starting point for reading the land. I grew up in New England, where a neighboring farmer
taught me the art of reading stone walls as if they were inscribed with dates and a timeline of
their uses. Later I moved to Alaska, where fellow lumberjacks taught me to age stumps on the
basis of not only their decay but also the axe marks, including the scarf of the notch and the
mysterious “pockets” that were chopped into the side of the trunk to support a “springboard” in
lieu of level ground. I now homestead in the Adirondack Mountains of northern New York, where
the landscape offers its own set of clues about the past as part of an enduring yet humble
history. Hand-dug and dry-laid foundations point to a time when subsistence homesteading
prevailed over production agriculture. This is also indicated by modest pastures, small orchards,
and family-size root cellars. To these early homesteaders, managing their land for fuel, food, and
animal fodder was essential to becoming more self-reliant. In many cases a mix of traditional
knowledge, folklore, and trial and error helped homesteaders read the land and create the most
productive woodland homestead possible.While we may not have the benefit of farmer or
forester lineage, we can still develop a woodland eye. Let’s start at ground level and work our
way through the woodlot.Point SamplingWith a Penny and a StringInstead of using fixed-radius
plot sampling, some foresters use a method known as point sampling (or variable-radius plot
sampling), which samples trees based on size rather than on how frequently they are found in
the woodlot. This is particularly useful if you’re managing for timber or firewood or looking to
grow a sugarbush.You can lay out your point sample the same way you’d lay out a fixed-radius
plot, along a transect line with predetermined plot centers. However, instead of having a fixed
plot area, your plots will be variable and based on the size of the trees in the woodlot. Handy for
us, a penny is just the right width for representing 10 square feet of basal area when held
approximately 25 inches from your eye. To get that distance just right, tape a 25-inch string to the
side of the penny, holding the string by your eye with one hand, and the penny outstretched with
the other. Starting at a known bearing (again I recommend true north), look down the string at
the penny and line it up with the tree closest to you at breast height. Does the penny extend
beyond the width of the trunk? If so, it’s “out” and won’t be counted. If, in contrast, you can see
the trunk on either side of the penny, the tree will be counted, measured, and recorded as “in.” If
there are a number of trees for which the penny lines up perfectly with the width, you’ll want to
count every other tree as “in.” Once you’ve counted all the “in” trees, simply multiply by 10 to get



the number of square feet of basal area per acre. This number will serve as a useful guide as
you begin managing your woodlot.Many people ask how this method could work since trees that
are farther away from the plot center will appear smaller and will therefore likely be counted as
“out,” while a similarly sized tree located closer to the plot center would be counted as “in.” The
magic of these variable-radius plots is that there is a fixed relationship ratio involving the length
of the angle’s sides and the distance between the two sides at any point. Using a penny just
happens to create this perfect angle to allow for accurate sampling without the need for a fixed
radius. Another way to think about this is that the penny gauge is able to geometrically reconcile
and adjust for close or far trees by virtue of an angle that decreases the odds of being “in” as
distance from the center point increases. above: The tree on the left would be considered “in”;
the tree on the right would be considered “out” and wouldn’t be tallied.DBHWhat’s It All About?
Early woodsmen established diameter at breast height (DBH) as a standard measurement for
tree diameters. DBH is measured 41⁄2 feet above the ground. If you find yourself measuring on a
hillside, make sure you take the measurement on the uphill side. Why measure so high? There
are a couple of reasons. First is practicality: 41⁄2 feet is a comfortable height for working, since
each tree is measured with either a diameter tape or, in some cases, a set of calipers. The
second reason is that most trees have flared or fluted butts that taper drastically in the first few
feet; if we were to measure closer to the ground, we’d likely overestimate the tree’s volume.
Finally, the height of the measurement means that inventory work can be completed year-round,
even if the ground is covered in snow. Just make sure to use a sharp stick or old ski pole as a
staff to ensure you’re really measuring the height from ground level.Soil Types and Tree
CommunitiesTruly understanding the potential of your woodlot requires an underground history
lesson that that helps explain what grows where, and why. Sometime during the last glaciation,
which began about 40,000 years ago and ended about 11,000 years ago, an ice sheet several
kilometers thick covered most of the northern United States and Canada. As the ice melted and
receded north, what remained were landforms dominated by glacial till and outwash. Glacial till
consists of poorly sorted materials (silt, sand, pebbles, cobbles, and boulders) that were
deposited directly beneath and at the front of the ice sheet, or along the sides of valley glaciers.
Much of the landscape was covered with a mantle of till after the ice retreated; till-dominated
landforms included rolling, hummocky moraines and teardrop-shaped drumlins. Outwash is
relatively well-sorted sand and gravel that was deposited by fast-moving glacial meltwaters that
formed near the front of the retreating ice. Outwash deposits are common on broad valley floors
or as sand-and-gravel terraces on valley walls where meltwater streams entered glacial
lakes.Testing Your SoilWhile indicator species and the physical properties associated with soils
offer a good starting point for evaluating the growing potential of your woodlot, basic soil tests
offer a way to assess and quantify the chemical properties of your soil, which is important to
ensure that your desired plants are getting the nutrients they need to be part of a healthy
woodlot community. The most basic soil test evaluates pH, or the alkalinity/acidity of soil. In the
context of woodland homesteading, this will be your most important piece of data. Additional



data regarding nutrient levels could be helpful if you wished to introduce new plants to the site
that may have different nutritional requirements. Below are four soil test options, from basic to
sophisticated.Homemade pH TestYou can determine whether your soil is alkaline (sweet) or
acidic (sour) using a couple of ingredients in your fridge. Begin by collecting approximately 1⁄2
cup of the soil you’d like to test. Be sure to dig down deep enough so that you’re collecting the
actual soil and not the surface duff. With your soil sample in a glass jar, add 1⁄2 cup of vinegar
and watch. If the soil begins to bubble, or make a fizzing sound, it’s alkaline. If there’s no
reaction, take a fresh 1⁄2 cup of soil in a new container and add 1⁄2 cup distilled water, followed by
1⁄2 cup baking soda. If it bubbles or fizzes, you have highly acidic soil. Amending soil on a small
scale (around a single fruit tree or berry bush, for example) can be done by adding wood ash or
lime if it’s sour, or pine needles if it’s too sweet. (See Resources   , for guidelines.)A pH Test
KitYour second option is to purchase a pH test kit at your local garden center or hardware store.
The most common kits are litmus paper tests (think high school chemistry class). Litmus paper
tests are inexpensive and offer reasonably accurate results. As with the first test, you’ll have to
mix distilled water with the soil to obtain an accurate reading.A pH Soil ProbeAnother option is to
use a battery-operated pH soil probe, which gives instant readings, allowing you to easily test
the pH on different parts of your property. Soil probes capable of measuring soil moisture,
temperature, and other variables are also available but are often cost prohibitive for the frugal
woodland homesteader.Cooperative Extension ServiceYour fourth option is to take advantage of
your local university Extension service. In most states, the Cooperative Extension Service will
conduct a combined pH, nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium test for a nominal fee (or for free
in some places). You will need to provide your own clean container for your dry and clearly
labeled soil sample. Soil labs are often overrun with requests for soil analysis in the spring, so
consider submitting your sample in late summer or fall, well after the rush.From an agricultural
standpoint, soils that have formed on outwash deposits tend to be nutrient poor, since sand and
gravel have very low water retention and cation-exchange capacities (the ability to chemically
retain nutrients). However, the absence of larger stones in outwash soils tempted many settlers
to try to farm these lands. Some crops, such as potatoes and other root vegetables, are able to
grow on outwash, while other crops need the higher nutrient capacity associated with glacial till.
The passage of time has converted these old fields to forests, with the current suite of trees
offering important clues about the soil below. As a general rule, conifer species are more tolerant
of both harsher climatic conditions and nutrient-poor outwash soils or acidic bedrock, while most
deciduous species prefer fertile glacial till. The Dominant Forest Species & Their Uses   chart
offers a summary of several common woodlot species, along with their potential uses based on
soil quality.As you develop your woodland eye, you will notice not only individual species of trees
but also entire communities. Foresters often refer to these communities by naming the two or
three most common species. In the northern hardwood forest, a common community indicative
of good soil fertility would be sugar maple/yellow birch/American beech; in the Pacific Northwest,
an example of a common forest community is Sitka spruce/yellow cedar. Also, don’t discount



groundcover species as revealing important clues about the soil. Nettles, for example, despite
being painfully annoying, are generally an indicator of rich, fertile soils, as are flowering spring
ephemerals.Stones and the Stories They TellAs important as the soil below are the stones on
the woodlot floor. Roughly rounded cobbles and boulders are more common on glacial till–
dominated sites; these stones have been smoothed by the grinding action of tons of ice
advancing across the landscape, pulverizing and tumbling bedrock quarried from the surface.
You might also see rock types unlike those present in local rock outcrops; this is a good indicator
of material brought to your site from a distance by ice. Angular or jagged stones on the surface
might also indicate a relatively thin cover of till and soil, and the proximity of bedrock.Outwash-
dominated sites tend to be flat because the sediments were deposited by running water.
Typically, these areas are devoid of large stones on the surface; this is because the sorting
process of meltwater streams would have deposited coarse sand to softball-size stones,
rounded by water. Jagged stones indicate rich glacial till. The abundance of multiple shapes and
sizes of till stones across the Northeast, unfortunately for early homesteaders, meant having to
move millions of them each spring. However, as backbreaking as moving them was, the stones
provided an important material. In some places, wood was becoming rare by the mid-19th
century, but stones were always plentiful.Reading Stone WallsKnowing a few things about the
construction of stone walls can offer important clues if your property includes these agrarian
relics. First, what does the wall look like? Is it haphazardly constructed? If so, it’s possible that
the wall wasn’t even intended to be a wall; instead, it was likely a rock dump for a field that was
picked of stones and cultivated each season. Second, how big are the stones? Walls composed
primarily of larger stones denote areas that were likely used as pastures or hay fields; small
stones (smaller than a softball) would have only been picked in a field that was cultivated.
Finally, is the ground higher on one side of the wall than the other? If so, it’s likely that the side
where the ground level is higher was plowed, with each successive year’s furrow stacked upon
the last.Beyond historical interest, these relics offer important clues into the land’s history and
potential productivity. On my own land I’ve used these clues to determine which areas will be
reclaimed as pastures, which will be silvopastures (a hybrid system that combines grazing land
with widely spaced crop trees), and which are best left as working forests. Not surprisingly, the
homesteaders who settled the land before me had a good sense of the land’s productivity. I’ve
since conducted soil tests throughout the woodlot and pasture, and found that their uses
(judging largely by the clues left behind from the stone walls that surround them) represented
the optimal matching of site fertility and use. This historical knowledge, etched in the land,
should not be ignored by the modern woodland homesteader.Forest Succession: It’s a Tough
NeighborhoodBecause forests evolve over eons, it’s easy to forgive the casual observer for
assuming that forests are more or less static. In reality, forests are a dynamic, ever-changing
community where competition and adaption determine what dies and what thrives. During the
establishment stage, trees compete with one another for growing space and sunlight. In terms of
their light needs, trees may be classified as either shade tolerant or shade intolerant. Shade-



tolerant species tend to be slow growing and have photosynthetic mechanisms that allow them
to survive under low light conditions, particularly during the seedling and saplings stage. Shade-
intolerant species are vigorous and in search of direct sunlight.The Succession ProcessIn most
forests, both shade-tolerant and shade-intolerant species are present, though not necessarily at
the same time. To better understand this, let’s take a look at how forest succession actually plays
out.Grass to shrub. The existence of grasses and forbs (flowering plants that are not grasses)
indicates frequent disturbance, which prevents further succession. This disturbance could take
the form of a farmer mowing a field or nature sparking a wildfire. In either case, the
establishment of woody plants is prevented, allowing grasses to dominate. However, a lack of
disturbance, even for just a couple of years, is enough time to allow woody shrubs and shade-
intolerant trees to establish.Sapling to pole. This is the stage marked by intense competition.
Grasses and shrubs are shaded out by shade-intolerant saplings that achieve rapid growth.
Shade-tolerant species begin to establish in the understory.Young forest. This kind of forest is
marked by increased competition for growing space. The weaker (and usually shorter) shade-
intolerant trees begin to die. Shade-tolerant species take advantage of the gaps created through
mortality.Mature forest. Competition-based mortality continues; only the strong survive. Both
shade-tolerant and shade-intolerant trees share the main canopy. In mixed conifer stands,
distinct layering among shade-tolerant and shade-intolerant species may occur, whereby more
shade-tolerant individuals establish under a layer of less-tolerant species.Climax forest. Shade-
tolerant species dominate the site and are able to reproduce in the understory. Shade-intolerant
species are unable to reproduce.Dominant Forest Species & Their UsesWhile this chart is
intended to be a guide, realize that which species are present is also a function of forest
succession, in addition to relative fertility.Awesome Ags& Ugly UGSFrom time to time you’ll hear
foresters refer to trees as being acceptable growing stock (AGS) or unacceptable growing stock
(UGS). For a forester concerned with timber production, AGS are generally those trees capable
of producing quality logs. UGS are usually culled based on their form (crooked, forked, or
twisted) or because of some sort of natural or mechanical damage (insects, disease, fungi,
cracks, or wounds). However, you may discover that what would be a defect in a timber market
may be an asset in your utilitarian-focused woodlot. For example, a decaying elm tree may be
UGS to a forester but AGS to a hungry homesteader looking to harvest wild oyster mushrooms.
Or, in the case of creating shade for livestock, a large, multiforked crown with a short trunk that
casts a wide swath of shade (typical UGS characteristics) is likely to be preferable to a taller,
narrower crown, typically associated with AGS in the timber market.Signs of Succession in the
Homestead WoodlotNow that you have a basic understanding of forest structure, composition,
and succession, let’s consider several successional indicators you’re likely to find in your own
woodlot. You’ll notice that some of these successional events are natural, whereas others are a
result of past land-use practices.Wolf or pasture trees. As you walk your woodlot, do you notice a
tree or two that are significantly larger than the rest? Do the branches fork and sprawl in all
directions? Do those trees happen to be in or at the edge of what was once a pasture? These



trees, called “wolf” or “pasture” trees, were most likely left as shade and shelter trees for
livestock. The sprawling crowns mean that these trees had plenty of growing space and were
able to stretch unencumbered, both up and out. Their dominant position and lack of competition
indicate that these trees are able to thrive, producing copious seed crops. This in turn sets the
stage for succession. If the pasture tree is shade intolerant or intermediate in tolerance, such as
a white pine, the seeds dispersed by animals and wind will allow for colonization of open
pasture, thus beginning the process of forest succession. If the pasture tree is a more shade-
tolerant species, such as a sugar maple, the seed crop is more likely to establish in the shade
below the parent pasture tree.Wild apples. As a forester, I receive several calls each year from
folks looking to establish a small homestead orchard. Most people just assume that since they
haven’t seen any apples in their forest, they don’t have apple trees. And these landowners could
be forgiven for thinking this. More than any other tree, apple trees change form when left to
nature’s devices. Often, there will be a series of low, dead branches that make the apple tree
appear more like a shrub than a tree. These branches are an indicator of browsing, either by
livestock (if the area was once pastured) or by wild browsers such as rabbits and deer. The
second reason people often miss wild apple trees in their woodlot is that there are no apple
flowers or fruits to be found. Apple trees are generally shade intolerant and shift from fruit-
producing (reproduction) mode to survival mode once they are shaded. Fortunately, wild apples
are highly resilient and will respond well if they are slowly “released” through the removal of the
overstory and careful pruning. Reclaiming ancient wild apples trees is much faster than
establishing a new orchard; it can also help keep heirloom varieties alive and growing.The
Succession ProcessForest succession — from grass to climax forest — is the story of continual
competition in response to changing conditions such as light, moisture, and growing space.
While the general ecological process is predictable, forest pests, fire, and other natural disasters
can set the forest back to an earlier successional stage at any point.Level ground and mounds.
As you walk through your woodlot, note the topography of the forest floor. Is it smooth, or does it
look more like moguls on a ski slope? If it’s relatively smooth, it’s likely that the woodlot was once
a field or previously clear-cut. In contrast, a bumpy, rolling forest floor is a telltale sign of a
previous successional event. Often, these bumpy forest floors occupy wetter sites, or sites with
thin soils close to bedrock. While trees need plenty of water, too much water can drown the
roots, thereby encouraging the tree to develop roots close to the surface of the soil. The trade-
off, of course, is that the tree is not as well anchored. As a result, these trees are likely to blow
down, flipping the rootball 90 degrees. Once one tree falls, a gap is created that allows
neighboring trees to fall, just like dominos. As these trees begin to decompose, two distinct
microenvironments are created. The first is a shallow wet pit once occupied by the rootball; the
second is a higher, drier mound that, for many species, is an ideal site to colonize, thanks to
ample sunlight and freshly flipped humus mixed with mineral soil. Of course, being high and dry
on a mound comes with its own challenges, namely, the need to establish firm roots below!
Anchoring requirements are met by growing stilt roots that extend over the side of the rootball.



Once mature, these “stilted legs” are sought by many woodland homesteaders as stools or table
bases.Basal scars. As you walk through your woodlot, take time to examine not only the crowns
and trunks but also the bases of the trees. Do the bases happen to have triangle-shaped
markings? These marks are actually old wounds most likely caused by logging or in some cases
wildfires. To determine the cause, note the location of the basal scars. Are they facing one
another, or are they randomly distributed throughout the woodlot? Basal scars facing one
another are an indication of damage caused when dragging or skidding logs along a trail. This
damage is likely to be more dramatic on corner trees that are used as bumpers. Basal scars
resulting from fire are likely to occur randomly throughout the woodlot and are generally larger
and deeper on the uphill side, where embers smolder in a pocket between the base of the tree
and upward-sloping ground. Regardless of cause, the health of these trees is likely to be
compromised through their wounds, which serve as an open door to forest pests and disease.
Trees that were damaged through logging were often those left behind with poor form or poor
health; for the woodland homesteader, removing these trees is an opportunity to improve forest
health and fill the woodshed at the same time.Branch whorls. If your woodlot contains pine
species, you have an important clue regarding site productivity. The vertical section between
each whorl, or ring of branches, represents a single year’s growth. On young trees, this means
that you can simply count the whorls to determine the tree’s age. On productive sites with
adequate sunlight, annual vertical growth can be measured in feet, not inches. On older trees,
determining the age based on branch whorls is made more difficult because most pines are
“self-pruning.” This means that as the canopy grows and closes in, the lower, shaded branches
die and eventually fall off. Once the branch is gone, the tree closes up the wound by growing
callus tissue. As a tree ages and the bark becomes rougher and more irregular, it can be difficult
to determine the location of previous branch whorls. The new wood growth over the former
branch site is known as clear wood and is prized by woodworkers for its straight grain.Signs of
SuccessionA: Wolf tree. The wild, sprawling branch pattern is an indication that this tree once
occupied a pasture.B: Wild apple trees. Don’t discount trees without fruit or with small fruit;
slowly releasing them to more light will encourage fruit production.C: A bumpy forest floor. A
mound and depression side-by-side indicates windthrow (a tree that was uprooted).D: Basal
scars. These can be an indication of mechanical damage from logging or fire.E: Branch whorls.
The space between each whorl on a conifer indicates a single year’s growth.Case StudiesFrom
Woods to GoodsThe development of your woodland eye not only will allow you to understand
what past event led to current conditions but also will give you the tools to understand how forest
structure can be altered to meet a wide range of goals, producing a wide range of goods. The
following case studies contrast two woodland homesteads, one small, one large. Along with the
homesteader’s goals and objectives, we’ll examine the goods or outcomes achieved on each
property.The Arnold HomesteadSmall Woodlot, Big ResultsBeth and Tom Arnold live in a
Madison, Wisconsin, suburb on just under 1 acre. The Arnolds’ property is mostly wooded, with
a small backyard that Beth currently uses as a kitchen garden. The Arnolds’ primary goals are to



produce more of their own fruit and vegetables, to keep a few laying hens, and to perhaps make
maple syrup. In addition to these primary goals, Beth would like to harvest shiitake mushrooms;
she loves them and is tired of paying premium prices for them at the supermarket. Tom is an avid
woodworker and would like to grow his own materials for projects. After conducting a basic
inventory, the Arnolds were able to develop an action plan based on their goals.GoalsProduce
More Fruits & VegetablesAvailable Resources & Techniques: A sunny fenceline is ideal for
planting dwarf fruit trees, which produce high yields in small spaces.Outcome: It took five years
for the dwarf apple trees to begin bearing fruit. The Arnolds average approximately 5 bushels of
fruit annually from their three trees.Available Resources & Techniques: An inventory of the
Arnolds’ small woodlot indicates a large number of red oak trees in the 4"–8" pole class, ideal for
shiitake mushroom cultivation.Outcome: In addition to inoculating 48" poles, the Arnolds also
inoculated the remaining stumps, producing 30 pounds of mushrooms, which they were able to
dehydrate for year-round use.Available Resources & Techniques: Shade from the forest, house,
and fenceline mean that the Arnolds will benefit from planting shade-tolerant fruits and
vegetables.Outcome: In a wet corner of the woodlot, fern-height competition was eliminated to
encourage the growth of fiddlehead ferns. The Arnolds harvest 6 pounds of fiddleheads
annually, which they blanch and freeze. Rhubarb was transplanted to the forest edge, producing
20 pounds of stalks annually from four plants. Six highbush blueberry plants were planted in the
understory of the woodlot, producing 2 gallons of berries annually.Produce Maple
SyrupAvailable Resources & Techniques: While dominated by red oak, the property contains 12
sugar maple trees, all over the minimum tapping diameter of 10" DBHOutcome: The Arnolds
averaged 10 gallons of sap per tree, or about 1 quart of syrup per tree, resulting in a total
production of 3 gallons, enough for the entire neighborhood.Keep Laying HensAvailable
Resources & Techniques: A portable chicken coop is ideal for the Arnolds. In summer the coop
can be moved around the lawn, fertilizing at the same time. In winter the chickens will benefit
from moving the coop into the woodlot, which acts as a natural windbreak and also fertilizes and
scarifies the forest floor.Outcome: Six hens averaged five eggs per day in summer; two in winter.
Feed was reduced by 25% in summer, as chickens were able to forage for plants and
insects.Produce Woodworking MaterialsAvailable Resources & Techniques: The forest inventory
revealed the presence of black-knot disease on several black cherry trees. This renders the
trees useless as lumber, but the burls formed by the disease are fine for carving. Tom will
release and prune several young white pine trees as a future furniture crop. The knot-free wood
is valuable for a variety of woodworking projects.Outcome: Tom turned the burls into functional,
beautiful bowls. The remaining trunk of the tree was sawn into live-edge boards or flitches that
can be turned into cutting boards or furniture-grade lumber. Releasing the young pines from
competition will double their growth rate. Pruning ensures clear, defect-free wood in the
future.The Tucker HomesteadA Dream to Blend Farm & ForestThe Tucker family of northern
Virginia purchased an abandoned 40-acre homestead that was once largely pastureland but
over the last half century had been reclaimed as forest. The Tuckers considered cutting the trees



and hiring an excavator to remove the stumps and reclaim the pastures. However, this option
was less than appealing because it would not only have been cost prohibitive but also would
have meant giving up all the benefits the young forest provided, ranging from privacy to
recreation and wildlife habitat. Instead, the Tuckers looked to develop a homestead that blends
their farm and forest ambitions.Concerns related to both health and sustainability drove the
Tuckers to rate home meat production as one of their primary goals. The Tuckers would also like
to minimize infrastructure costs and inputs associated with animal husbandry, and to produce
100% of their own heat using firewood from the property, but they are not sure that the land can
meet their wood needs in perpetuity. While hardwoods dominate the property, nearly 20% of the
land contains pasture pine that has been attacked by the white pine weevil. Finally, the Tuckers
would like to rehabilitate an old apple orchard for cider production.GoalsLivestock Production
(Meat)Available Resources & Techniques: Reduce basal area to 20 square feet/acre, leaving
crop trees in silvopastures; use pigs in portable pig tractor to excavate stumps; and use feed
seeding techniques to establish pasture.Outcome: The Tuckers created silvopastures by
keeping the best trees as crop trees for forage, shade, and eventually lumber. The UGS were
removed for firewood. For more information, see Awesome AGS   .Livestock Production
(Dairy)Available Resources & Techniques: Select large-crowned crop trees to provide shade for
dairy animals, and use portable fences to allow cows and goats to glean drops in the orchard
area.Outcome: Large sugar maple trees were retained not only to create shade but also to
preserve the option of the Tuckers developing a sugarbush in the future. Moving cows and goats
through the orchard area was an effective way to make use of drops. Once drops have been
consumed, it is important to move animals to fresh ground to avoid damage to fruit trees. For
more information on grazing your woodland orchard, see chapter 3   .Minimize Animal
Husbandry Infrastructure CostsAvailable Resources & Techniques: Conifer areas should be left
as a living barn; existing trees will form a living fence.Outcome: The living barn averaged 8°F
warmer in winter while offering adequate ventilation. The living fence system saved nearly
$1,000 over a conventional fencing system. For more information, see chapter 5   .Sustainably
Produce 100% Of Firewood NeedsAvailable Resources & Techniques: An inventory of the
property determined that the forest can currently only provide 80% of the Tuckers’ firewood
needs; employ stand improvement and coppice methods to increase firewood
production.Outcome: Intense competition among trees meant that few trees thrived. Thinning
and other stand improvement activities increased productivity. Species capable of coppice
reproduction were selected throughout the woodlot. For more information, see chapter 4  
.Find Use For Pasture PineAvailable Resources & Techniques: The stout, branchy form means
that only half logs (8') can be cut from these trees. The tops, however, may be inverted and used
as tables, stools, and chairs.Outcome: The smaller logs were easier to skid using the Tuckers’
draft horse, Lady. A neighbor offered to saw the logs on a portable sawmill in exchange for 50%
of the lumber. The weeviled tops were used, sold, and traded as rustic furniture. For more
information, see chapter 4   .Rehabilitate Abandoned Apple OrchardAvailable Resources &



Techniques: Wild vines, an encroaching overstory, and competing shrubs all prevented this
orchard from producing fruit.Outcome: Releasing the trees through the removal of competition
over a two-year period restored the productivity of the orchard. The trees now produce, on
average, 5 bushels per tree per year. For more information, see chapter 6   .Chapter 2Tools
and TechniquesEssentials for the Homestead WoodlotNow that you’ve inventoried your
homestead woodlot and begun to sharpen your woodland eye, it’s time to start learning the tools
and techniques that will make your land more productive, sustainable, and enjoyable. Because
homestead woodlots vary in size from a fraction of an acre to several dozen acres, we’ll examine
tools and techniques for a variety of projects and properties at different scales. We’ll begin by
turning our eye to the past, to learn about woodland hand tools and techniques that have been
largely forgotten but are useful to homesteaders because they are simple, are readily available,
and have stood the test of time.Homestead Tasks, Tools & TipsThe AxeNo other tool has
shaped the American landscape as drastically or indelibly as the axe. What began as a stone
lashed with sinew to a wooden handle during the Neolithic period eventually evolved, over a
10,000-year period, into the modern steel axe. The first metal axes were cast of copper, which
could be filed to a sharper edge than most stones but unfortunately was too soft for all but the
most delicate of tasks. Around 3000 BCE, copper was combined with tin to form bronze, which
was both a durable and workable material. The early bronze axes were both utilitarian and war
implements that remained largely unchanged for nearly a thousand years. Around 1300 BCE,
iron ore mining led to the proliferation of inexpensive iron axes, which the Romans eventually
improved on by adding carbon to create steel.As steel became the chosen material for virtually
any durable good, European axe makers began saving steel for just the bit, or cutting edge, of
the axe and used cheaper iron for the cheeks and poll (the back) of the axe. Prior to the mid-19th
century, European blacksmiths produced two types of axes: broadaxes for making square
timbers (also called “cants”) and lighter-weight general-purpose axes that were used for a
variety of farm and woodlot chores.The European Axe Comes To North AmericaWhen European
settlers arrived in the virgin forests of eastern North America, they quickly discovered that the
smaller, lighter-weight European axes that were used on small-diameter coppiced trees weren’t
up to the task of felling large timber. These early settlers made two modifications that resulted in
the modern felling axe.A heavier poll. First, the settlers added substantial weight to the poll of the
axe. This additional weight meant that the woodsman didn’t have to swing as hard and could
instead let the weight of the axe do the work. More weight behind the handle also meant better
balance, which made for truer swings.A shorter bit. The settlers also shortened the bit, or cutting
edge. Early European axes had a wide cutting edge, which made for an effective battle weapon
but didn’t allow for concentrated penetration when it came to chopping wood.Felling axes also
developed regional identities as blacksmiths and lumberjacks named their axes after the places
they were made; Connecticut, Michigan, Maine, and Pennsylvania were all popular patterns. As
they replaced the blacksmith, modern forges began to produce hundreds of patterns for different
uses and enough pattern choices to satisfy lumberjacks from coast to coast. In fact, by the early



19th century, more than 300 patterns existed for felling axes alone.The Double-Bit AxeA
variation of the single-bit felling axe was the double-bit axe, sometimes referred to as a
“reversible.” These axes first appeared in Pennsylvania around 1850 and were commonly used
in the Northeast by 1860. The debate continues as to whether a single-bit or double-bit axe is
superior. Single-bit aficionados point to the fact that this axe benefits from a heavy poll, which
allows the axe to penetrate deep into the wood. Those who prefer the double-bit axe point to its
utilitarian benefit: one bit can be kept stoutly sharpened for cutting knots and dirty wood, while
the other can be finely honed for cutting clear and clean wood. In the end, it’s likely a matter of
personal preference, with the single-bit axe being a more efficient tool and the double-bit axe
having greater versatility.Choosing an Axe That Fits Your NeedsAxes come in a variety of
shapes and sizes to suit a range of tasks and users. The smallest member of the axe family is
the trusty hatchet. Its small size makes it easy to stow and carry, while the short handle affords
control. However, since the size of the axe is roughly proportional to the size of the job, you’ll find
the hatchet most appropriate for light chores like splitting kindling. A step up from the hatchet is
a “boy’s axe,” which typically has a mid-length handle (about 28 inches) and a 2- to 21⁄2-pound
head, making it ideal for a variety of woodlot chores. The full-size felling axe typically has a long
handle (31 to 36 inches) and a heavy head (31⁄2 to 6 pounds) but is capable of handling larger
jobs on the woodland homestead.From Rusty to Trusty: Restoring an Old AxeSeeking out old
axes and restoring them is well worth your time. It is estimated that from 1850 to 1950 more than
10 million felling axes were produced by more than 100 different axe manufacturers. During this
period, manufacturers had easy access to quality steel, and competition among forges meant
that the quality of axes produced remains unprecedented to this day. Relatively few high-quality
felling axes are still made, but barns and basements continue to be great places to find a quality
vintage axe just begging for a second chance.Anatomy of an AxeFinding the AxeFinding a
vintage axe to restore is easy if you know what to look for. First, don’t get hung up on the state of
the handle. In most cases, the old handle will be brittle, cracked, or rotted near the eye. Instead,
focus your search on finding a salvageable axe head. Consider how you’ll use this axe: Will it be
for felling large trees? Maintaining trails? Or splitting firewood rather than chopping wood
(cutting diagonally across the grain)? If your goal is to have an axe for splitting, even the most
chipped and abused axe can be resurrected as a trusty splitter. If, however, you want a chopping
axe with a keen edge, find an axe with a gentler past and perform the all-important five-point axe
inspection.Five-Point Axe InspectionSize. A standard felling axe weighs 31⁄2 pounds. A longer,
thinner-bitted axe will slice through wood more easily, while a short, chunky axe is better suited
for splitting, where you’re not actually cutting the wood but simply “popping” the wood apart
along the grain.Markings. Virtually all quality vintage axe manufacturers included their name or
logo on the cheek of the axe. Some of the more notable axe makers were Plumb, Kelly-True
Temper, Mann, Collins, and Council. All of these companies used quality steel in their axes. In
some cases the markings can be difficult to locate, though a bit of steel wool will usually reveal a
clear enough stamp to identify the maker. As you search barn sales and basements for vintage



axes, keep an eye out for the rare and highly coveted Kelly-True Temper Black Raven. This axe
was sought not only for its superior steel quality but also for the intricate black raven stamp on
the side. In good condition, this axe can fetch several hundred dollars.Bit condition. The bit of the
axe is where the work is done, so it is important that the bit is relatively free of chips. A chipped
bit will create resistance, known as drag, when you try to chop. Therefore, it becomes necessary
to grind the bit until the chip is gone. The problem is that grinding the axe creates a shorter,
stouter bit that doesn’t cut very well. You’ll also want to inspect the toe of the axe; it should carry
the same arc as the rest of the bit. If it’s rounded off, that’s a telltale sign that the axe has been
used for cutting roots or maybe even sharpening rocks. This is problematic because an overly
rounded bit coming in contact with a round log increases the odds of the axe glancing, or
deflecting in an unsafe direction as the two rounded surfaces make contact.Eye condition. The
eye is the only point of contact between the handle and the head of the axe. An eye that is even
slightly out of plumb means that the axe will never swing true, creating just enough deviation in
the swing that the axe will likely glance, and potentially score a date with your shin. There are
two potential causes for an untrue eye. The first is a defect in the manufacturing process. When
an axe is made, the eye is generally cut using a punch. If the punch is not perfectly aligned, an
off-center eye will result. The second is a result of misusing the axe as a sledgehammer.
Because the steel on the sides of the eye needs to be thin to achieve a narrow profile, it is
particularly susceptible to bending and warping. This deformation often prevents the handle from
fitting properly. It’s best to avoid any axe that shows an off-center or deformed eye.Poll condition.
The poll is located directly behind the eye of the axe and is commonly “mushroomed” as a result
of the axe being used as a sledgehammer. In cases of minimal damage, the burred edges can
be lightly ground. In other cases, hairline cracks may extend from the eye into the poll or the eye
may be deformed, as described in the preceding paragraph. As a general rule, axes with severe
mushrooming and cracks should be avoided. above:
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Library Card Homeschool, “It was good enough to make me reconsider my homesteading
location!. I received this book at the start of the weekend and had it finished within a few hours.
It's a fast read and I was able to make it through 95% of the book within 3 "nap time" periods with
ease. Overall I think it's a great book.There was roughly 5-7% that I thumbed through as it didn't
offer me much use at the moment, or interest for that matter. We are currently in the 'burbs' still
adjusting to life in a new region of the country. Once established, we are looking to begin rural
homesteading within the next 15-36 months. Because of this, while some sections will prove
useful in time, right now, it's lost on me. Really, it was mostly chapter 2 that I didn't read in depth.
A few paragraphs here and there, but that's it. In this chapter it talks about tools and techniques
needed and used on a woodland homestead, building your home from scratch from cord wood,
building your own tools, using portable saw mills, etc.The remaining chapters gave me some
much needed food for thought. Until reading this book, I have been unable to find sufficient
resources that detail how to establish a homestead in the woods. Everything from raising
animals, beekeeping, orchards, gardens, etc! I have been trying to find a location that offered
enough woods yet enough cleared but has untainted soil and ground water from surrounding
industry and ag. Finding this book gave me new things to consider and has opened my eyes to
the possibility of "taking to the woods", successfully. In our new home region, woodland lots are
available often and usually better priced than semi-cleared lots. If I hadn't read this book, I would
continue to overlook the benefits of woodland homesteads.You will find information in here on
how to "prune" and harvest firewood from living trees to allow regeneration from existing root
stock. I had no idea that could be done! How to introduce livestock to weeds and bramble on
your land and get them to begin to prefer these forms of fodder over traditional hay/feed options;
allowing up to 25-30% reduction in purchased feed. Again, that's because most in woodland
settings wouldn't have the cleared space to turn animals out onto traditional pastures. It gives
information about breeds of various animals from chickens, turkey, sheep, cattle, etc that you
can consider for a woodland homestead- how they adapt to the climate, fodder, foraging ability,
etc. It gives instruction on how to clear a section to literally have an orchard in the middle of the
woods. How to integrate vegetables and fruiting bushes into the orchard, and basic orcharding
advice. You could take this same advice and use it for a large veggie patch if you were not so
interested in orcharding.The author is a fan of community and the community as a "resource".
He talks about basic info on how to get neighbors and the community to help you and visa versa
for free or bartering. This is something other homesteading books cover as well, but he shows
how he did it with orcharding, etc. You'll get handy advice about how to use pigs to remove
stumps, how to use all of your animals as a tiller and weed management system, How to use
horses and oxen to pull the heavy loads, building the tools to pull the loads, how to build/graft
living fences, grafting trees, how to grow in old stumps, look at trees and know if it's disease or
woodpecker damage, survey your trees that would pass the grade for lumber, firewood, as well



as furniture-grade wood, sugaring, etc. You'll even get a section about basket weaving with
some types of "wood" found in some regions of the country (His region- Upstate NY).Although
I'm now in the Deep South, I found so many useful tips, techniques, and factoids to help when
considering which property we will buy. It was a fast read, knowledgeable read, and in depth
enough to get you started in the right direction. There are some things that I'll investigate further
but it is nice having strong basics in once place at my fingertips!”

Charles M., “Excellent Book with Lots of Ideas.. I'm currently just a hypothetical woodland
homesteader but this book gave me tons of ideas and information for my eventual homestead in
the forest. The first 70 pages were a little boring for me, only because I don't really plan on large
scale timber farming but some people may be interested in that.I really enjoyed the sections on
livestock, orchards, and mushroom cultivation but the most fascinating part was by far the
section on growing a hedge! I'm a bit of anglophile so I really like the idea of growing a hedgerow
like you'd see in rural areas of the UK.This book is by no means a one stop shop of everything
you'll need to know but for someone like me who is just getting started, it was an excellent buy! I
now have a much better idea of what I'm getting myself into and what I need/want to research
further.”

Sarah, “A wealth of information & inspiration!. This was a fascinating read for a future
homesteader like myself. I've been really studying and researching for the past year and a half,
and this book opened up a whole different world of possibilities that I had never considered or
even come across before! I burned through the book in a few hours because it was so
engrossing. Granted, I know little if anything about rural/woodland living, so the material was all
very new.I learned a considerable amount about forestry in general, and got some great new
ideas for integrating livestock, growing firewood, living fences, and how to incorporate multi-use
areas into my future homestead plans. Overall, very inspiring and informative, great illustrations,
and surprisingly detailed instructions about a range of different topics. This book is going to be a
great asset to my homesteading library, and I can't wait to make my homestead dreams a reality!”

User, “Love it. It has given us some idea's on .... Love it. It has given us some idea's on more
practical uses of our 17ac woodlot. Some items he goes into some details on. But usually only
a little. If you can't think for yourself and need detailed instructions this would not be for you.
However if you can run with an "idea" and make it work, then great information.As another
reviewer had said. I wish I had started with this book. I've spent plenty of money on other books
that were not worth it.HTH.”

Doreen M., “A lot to learn. We have property in PNW .... A lot to learn. We have property in PNW
with lots of pine/fir trees, little different than the NE where this is based. However, much of the
information is interchangeable from east coast to west coast so will be able to implement the



lessons provided.”

Rainbow9, “For someone as a present. This book was a present”

Lucas Walls, “Easy to read. super informative with so many ideas for a woodland homestead,
easy to read and navigate.”

Reginald Dane, “Good Overall Knowledge Book. A good book with expert knowledge about a lot
of topics , some topics have all you need to know, some you may need to do more research and
the book gives you other resources , internet and list other books to help you look up more. For
example one suggested resource was a free university study that was on line which was very
helpful. I recently bought 6 acres of woodland far from civilization and this book gave me ideas
and knowledge that were very valuable and that I didn't consider. An example is a cheep way to
test soil with household products for high acid or ph and how to correct that without buying
something. I would recommend this book to anyone who has woodland they might want to
develop for food , resources or basic farming. It is not a prepper style book , but it would be
helpful , more of a pioneer how to make a woodlot into a homestead.Well written with good
information, just know that because it covers so many topics you may have to dig some for more
info depending on what you already know. It has helped me and I do recommend it.”

Michel Grandmont, “Great book!. A very interesting book which covers so many aspects!
Usually, these aspects are barely touched here and there, but this author complied it all and
shares his personal experience as well. Highly recommended! A great find as far as I'm
concerned!”

The book by Brett McLeod has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 469 people have provided feedback.
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